In this paper, we introduce the concept of smg-closed sets in biminimal structure space and a new notion of a pair wise smg-closed set is defined and studied some of its properties.
1.Introduction
The study of bitopological spaces was first initiated by Kelly [4] and Fututake [3] introduces generalized closed sets in bitopological spaces. Noiri [6] introduced the notion of generalized m-closed(briefly mg-closed) set and unified certain types of modifications of g-closed sets. C.Boonpok [1] introduced the concept of biminimal structure spaces and studied T spaces and gM j i, -continuity for biminimal structure spaces and investigated some of their properties.
In this paper, we introduce j i, -smg-closed set, j i, -mg-closed set in biminimal structure space and studied some of their properties.
2.Preliminaries
We recall the following definitions which are prerequisite for this paper. 
j i, -smg-closed set in Biminimal Structure Space
In this section, we introduce . This is a contradiction. 
